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The career courses in India have immense options, some of which are the company secretary
courses, beautician courses, Nutrition courses, and Alternative medicine courses. And have
immense opportunities in them as well.

University Grants Commission in India has defined a list of career courses and has also laid some
policies regarding the same. The career courses in India need to be progressive in nature. The
programs defined under the career courses in India must come under three basic categories:

â€¢	Certificate courses

â€¢	Diploma courses

â€¢	Advanced Diploma course

Any course to be defined as a career course must bestow any of the three certifications to the
candidates, affiliated by the UGC.

There are some courses that we may like to explain about in this article. They are:-

â€¢	Company secretary courses

â€¢	Beautician courses

â€¢	Nutrition courses, and

â€¢	Alternative medicine courses

The courses mentioned above will be defined and illustrated with a few examples: -

â€¢	Company secretary courses: - A company secretary is a managerial and above managerial
position which a personnel may achieve through his experience or by pursuing the Company
secretary courses, or sometimes by both. It is a high level position in both private and public sector
companies, and hence requires niche knowledge about the responsibilities of the position. The
duration of a company secretary course is 1 year. The minimum educational qualification for
pursuing the Company secretary courses is however 10+2. The course contains three parts of tests
which is mandatory for the candidates to pass. The tests are in foundation, intermediate and final
course level. The final position that one achieves after the completion of course is advisor or even a
managing director. A candidate who has already completed his graduation may not need to pursue
the foundation course. The total cost of the course may range to about Rs. 6725 to Rs. 7000.

â€¢	Beautician courses: - People in India have started to earn money which they think they can spend
on their luxuries as well. Even a common household lady spends a good deal to take care of her
beauty regime. Therefore the need for beautician is ample in the market. This is the reason India is
booming with beauty schools and beauty courses. Even men are taking the beautician courses as
their serious career path lately. Beautician courses available in India have also started to provide
the International certification like CIDESCO and CIBTAC. There is a lot of scope in beauty industry
as is it in the medicinal field.
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â€¢	Nutrition courses:  - The alternative career paths in India have come into being and are becoming
popular lately. India used to be a country in which only the main career paths like medical,
engineering and law were the ones recognised as appropriate careers. But the trend has changed a
lot in the last two decade and even the courses like nutrition courses and alternative medicines have
become important career options which people take up seriously.

â€¢	Alternate medicine courses: - Alternative medicine can be any medicine or therapy which does not
come under the list of the conventional medicines. There have been great Indian colleges since last
century which have dedicated in providing worldâ€™s best Alternate medicine courses and have
produced best alternate medicine practitioners of the world.

India has been a diverse country in so many ways, but in few it has restrained herself to a few
clichÃ©s. Now the time has come to break those boundaries and step into the world of exploration in
every sense, career being one of them.
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